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Abstract—Attention mechanism is a hot spot in deep learning
field. Using channel attention model is an effective method for
improving the performance of the convolutional neural network.
Squeeze-and-Excitation [1] block takes advantage of the channel
dependence, selectively emphasizing the important channels and
compressing the relatively useless channel. In this paper, we
proposed a variant of SE block based on channel locality.
Instead of using full connection layers to explore the global
channel dependence, we adopt convolutional layers to learn the
correlation between the nearby channels. We term this new
algorithm Channel Locality(C-Local) block. We evaluate SE
block and C-Local block by applying them to different CNNs
architectures on cifar-10 dataset. We observed that our C-Local
block got higher accuracy than SE block did.
Index Terms—Channel Attention, Data Locality, Deep Neural
Network
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, convolutional neural networks have made
significant breakthroughs in many fields, especially in computer
vision [2] [3] [4] [5]. The convolution kernel, which is the
core of the convolutional neural network, is generally regarded
as an information aggregate that aggregates spatial information
and channel-wise information in the local receptive field.
The convolutional neural network consists of a series of
convolutional layers, nonlinear layers, and downsampling layers.
As a result, it can capture the features of the image from the
global receptive field to describe the images. In general, we
can regard the convolutional layer as a set of filters which
are learned to express local spatial connectivity patterns along
input channels. It means that by combining the spatial and
channel-wise information within local receptive fields, the
convolutional filters are trained to contain the information about
the original input images. Stacking more convolutional layers
and increasing the filters contained in the convolutional layers
has been proven to be an effective method to enable the CNNs
a powerful capability to extract the features of the input. In
other words, wider and deeper CNNs have a better performance
in most visual tasks. Embedding learning also helps improve
the performance of CNNs. Inception [6] architectures, which
use multi-branch architectures, show that network can achieve
higher accuracy by embedding learning. More recent works
show the obvious benefits of another important mechanism,
attention mechanisms [7] [1], which explore the spatial and
channel correlations.
In this paper, we propose a variant of SEnet [1] which focus
on the near channels relationship instead of the whole channels.
We term our new architecture the Channel Locality(C-Local)
block. Through the early work [8] [2], the local correlation
of the data was found. The convolution operation appeared
and replaced most of the work of the full connection so that
the model can extract a large number of useful features while
ensuring the streamlining of the model parameters. The locality
of height and width dimensions is effectively verified by CNNs.
Here we throw a question, whether the channel information
has locality? In other words, when processing with channel
information, can we not take all the information into account
like taking processing with the height and width? To prove this,
we investigate our algorithm which focuses on the correlations
of the nearby area of channels by learning global information
to scale the feature maps.
The basic structure of the C-Local block is illustrated
in Figure 1. For any feature extraction module(Generally,
a convolutional layer or a set of convolutional layers), a
corresponding C-Local block can be applied to perform the
channel attention. The features are firstly extracted the global
information and followed by a weight layer to capture the
nearby channel correlation. The deployment strategy is simply
stacking the feature extraction module with C-Local block that
enables our algorithm to be easily applied to various existing
neural network structures.
Fig. 1. A Channel Locality block. We can simply see that it is a variant of a
Squeeze-and-Excitation block. Instead of using full connection layers to learn
the global channel correlation, we focus on the correlation between nearby
channels.
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II. RELATED WORK
Local Correlation Of Data:Before the convolution opera-
tion broke out, the main operation of the neural network is
the full connections, that is, each element of the output is
affected by three dimensions. After the magical effect of the
convolution operation was discovered, convolution operations
have been extensively used. In the convolution operation, the
influence of the three dimensions in each of the output element
is as follows: (1) All channels. (2) Partial height. (3) Partial
width. Convolution operations occurred and replaced most of
the work of full connection, allowing the model to be able to
extract a large number of useful features while also ensuring
the simplification of model parameters. Therefore, in the two
dimensions of height and width, locality is effectively verified.
In the work of group convolution[5][9][10], the locality of the
channel is verified.
Attention Mechanisms:The visual attention mechanism is
a unique brain signal processing mechanism of the human
vision system. By quickly scanning the global image, the
human vision system obtains the target area that needs to be
focused on. And then the vision system invests more attention
resources in this area, which called the focus of attention, to
obtain more detailed information about the target and suppress
other useless information. The attention mechanism in deep
learning is essentially similar to human selective visual attention
mechanism. The core goal is also to select more information
from the many information that is more critical to the current
task objectives. The benefits of attention mechanism have been
shown in many works [1] [11] [12].
III. CHANNEL LOCALITY BLOCKS
The Channel Locality block is a computational unit and the
networks can be constructed by stacking convolutional layer
with Channel Locality block. Each Channel Locality block
is divided into tow parts: global information extraction part
and nearby channel correlation extraction part. The global
information extraction part performs feature compression in
spatial dimensions, transforming each two-dimensional feature
channel into real numbers. The real numbers have global
receptive fields to some extent and have matched output
dimensions as the input feature channels. The locality extraction
part uses a single one-dimension filter to explicitly learn the
correlation between nearby channel. Different from SEnet,
we do not aim to learn the correlation between all channels.
We believe that using the locality of channel helps loose the
coupling between all channels. It will make the network more
robust.
A. Global Information Extraction
Global spatial information is the most important value for
describing each feature channel. There are usually two general
methods for extracting global spatial information: (1) Global
AveragePooling[13]. (2) Global Maxpooling. In the squeeze
operation of SEnet, the global spatial information is extracted
by global average pooling. In this paper, we propose to combine
the Global AveragePooling and Global Maxpooling to generate
the channel descriptor. We use a group of weight layers to learn
the linear combination of the global spatial information got by
the two global pooling methods. We stack the global spatial
information vectors to a two-dimension matrix as Figure 2
and then use a group of 2× 1 filters to learn the relationship
between the two vectors and calculate the linear combination
of them. We adopt not only one filter, as the results of avoiding
an incomplete of relationship information and trying to enable
the model a stronger capability to learn the relationship. A
diagram of a global information extraction part is shown in
Figure 3.
Fig. 2. A diagram of the first step of a global information extraction part. We
stack the global spatial information got by Global AveragePooling and Global
Maxpooling.
Fig. 3. A diagram of the learning step of a global information extraction part.
A group of 2 × 1 filters are applied to learn the relationship between two
global information vectors.
B. Nearby Channel Correlation Extraction
To make use of the channel locality to generate channel
attention for feature maps, we use a single filter as the weight
layer to do a regression of a group of nearby channels. The
filter learns the correlation between the nearby channels and the
correlation between the channels and the empty fields at two
ends of the strand. To fulfill the requirement of our excepted
design, we set the length of the filters as 14 as the length of
the feature strand and adopt the same padding. Firstly, we
believe that the different length of channel strands results in
different characters of channel localities. The length of the
filters which learns the nearby channel correlation should be
adaptive to the length of the input channel strand length. On
the other hand, learning the relationship between the channels
and the empty fields at two ends of the strand helps the filter
prepossessing the relationship between effective channels and
inactive channels(whose values close to zeros). A diagram of a
nearby channel correlation extraction part is shown in Figure 4.
Fig. 4. A diagram of a nearby channel correlation extraction part. A single
filter is applied to learn the correlation between the nearby channels.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this paper, we aim to compare the performance of
our algorithm and SE block instead of pursuing state-of-art
performance. Due to the limitation of computing resources
and time, we perform experiments on CIFAR-10 [14] datasets
and evaluate our algorithm and SE block on different modified
CNNs architectures which are small enough. Instead of getting
higher accuracy on big datasets, we focus more on exploring
the influence on CNNs performance between global channel
correlation and local channel correlation. The models we
used in our experiments were modified to suit the CIFAR-
10 and CIFAR-100 dataset and trained with limited computing
resources. The data augmentation method we adopt is horizontal
flipping, and 0.2 randomly shift. All the models are build by
Keras [15] framework. All experimental results of baselines
are based on our actual training model.
For each experiment, we set the full connection layers of
SE block with length C8 and C, where C is the length of the
input channel. The number of filters of C-Local block follows
the principle we discuss in Chapter III-A and III-B. We
use Adam optimizer with initial learning rate 0.01 and decay
by multiplying 0.94 for each two epoch. All test models are
for 150 epoch. Each convolutional layer is with a 0.0001 L2
regularization and followed by a batch normalization layer [16].
We use He Normal as the initializer for the full connection
layers of SE block. Through our experiments, if we merely use
all ones or all zeros to initiate SE block, it will not improve
the performance of CNNs.In some cases, it can even make the
network perform very terrible. For controlling variables that
will affect results in our experiments, we use the same initiation
method for all C-Local blocks. All experimental results were
averaged from five experiments.
A. Experiments on Plane CNN
We start our experiments by testing two channel attention
method on a simple network. The model descriptions are shown
as Table I. The results are shown as Table II.
TABLE I
EXPERIMENTS ON PLANE CNN. (LEFT) PLANE CNN BENCHMARK.
(MIDDLE) PLANE CNN WITH SE BLOCK. (RIGHT) PLANE CNN WITH
C-LOCAL BLOCK.
OUTPUT SIZE BASELINE WITH SE BLOCK WITH C-LOCAL BLOCK
32 × 32 CONV, 3 × 3, 32 CONV, 3 × 3, 32
FC, [4, 32]
CONV, 3 × 3, 32
CONV, 2 × 1, 8
CONV, 4 × 1, 1
16 × 16 MAX POOLING 2 × 2
16 × 16 CONV, 3 × 3, 64 CONV, 3 × 3, 64
FC, [16, 128]
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
CONV, 2 × 1, 16
CONV, 8 × 1, 1
8 × 8 MAX POOLING 2 × 2
8 × 8 CONV, 3 × 3, 128 CONV, 3 × 3, 128
FC, [16, 128]
CONV, 3 × 3, 128
CONV, 2 × 1, 32
CONV, 16 × 1, 1
8 × 8 CONV, 3 × 3, 128 CONV, 3 × 3, 128
FC, [16, 128]
CONV, 3 × 3, 128
CONV, 2 × 1, 32
CONV, 16 × 1, 1
1 × 1 GLOBAL AVERAGE POOL, 10-D FC, SOFTMAX
TABLE II
EXPERIMENTS ON PLANE CNN. ACCURACY (%) THE CIFAR-10 TEST SET.
MODEL CIFAR-10 ACCURACY
BASELINE 84.5
WITH SE BLOCK 85.6
WITH V-LOCAL BLOCK 86.8
B. Experiments on ALL CNN
In this experiment, we apply C-Local block and SE block
on ALL CNN [17]. The model descriptions are shown as Table
III. The results are shown as Table IV.
TABLE III
EXPERIMENTS ON ALL CNN. (LEFT) PLANE CNN BENCHMARK.
(MIDDLE) PLANE CNN WITH SE BLOCK. (RIGHT) PLANE CNN WITH
C-LOCAL BLOCK.
OUTPUT SIZE BASELINE WITH SE BLOCK WITH C-LOCAL BLOCK
32 × 32 CONV, 3 × 3, 64 CONV, 3 × 3, 64
FC, [8, 64]
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
CONV, 2 × 1, 16
CONV, 8 × 1, 1
32 × 32 CONV, 3 × 3, 64 CONV, 3 × 3, 64
FC, [8, 64]
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
CONV, 2 × 1, 16
CONV, 8 × 1, 1
16 × 16 CONV, 3 × 3, 64STRIDES:2
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
STRIDES:2
FC, [8, 64]
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
STRIDES:2
CONV, 2 × 1, 16
CONV, 8 × 1, 1
16 × 16 CONV, 3 × 3, 128 CONV, 3 × 3, 128
FC, [16, 128]
CONV, 3 × 3, 128
CONV, 2 × 1, 32
CONV, 16 × 1, 1
16 × 16 CONV, 3 × 3, 128 CONV, 3 × 3, 128
FC, [16, 128]
CONV, 3 × 3, 128
CONV, 2 × 1, 32
CONV, 16 × 1, 1
8 × 8 CONV, 3 × 3, 128STRIDES:2
CONV, 3 × 3, 128
STRIDES:2
FC, [16, 128]
CONV, 3 × 3, 128
STRIDES:2
CONV, 2 × 1, 32
CONV, 16 × 1, 1
8 × 8 CONV, 1 × 1, 128 CONV, 1 × 1, 128
FC, [16, 128]
CONV, 1 × 1, 128
CONV, 2 × 1, 32
CONV, 16 × 1, 1
8 × 8 CONV, 1 × 1, 10
1 × 1 GLOBAL AVERAGE POOL, SOFTMAX
TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTS ON ALL CNN. ACCURACY (%) THE CIFAR-10 TEST SET.
MODEL CIFAR-10 ACCURACY
BASELINE 88.7
WITH SE BLOCK 89.4
WITH V-LOCAL BLOCK 90.8
C. Experiments on modified ResNet
In this experiment, we apply C-Local block and SE block
on a modified ResNet [18]. The model descriptions are shown
as Table V. We follow the design principle in the original
paper [1] of SE block to apply SE block and C-Local block.
The diagram is shown in Figure 5. The results are shown as
Table VI.
TABLE V
EXPERIMENTS ON MODIFIED RESNET. (LEFT) PLANE CNN BENCHMARK.
(MIDDLE) PLANE CNN WITH SE BLOCK. (RIGHT) PLANE CNN WITH
C-LOCAL BLOCK.
OUTPUT SIZE BASELINE WITH SE BLOCK WITH C-LOCAL BLOCK
32 × 32 CONV, 3 × 3, 32
32 × 32
CONV, 1 × 1, 16
CONV, 3 × 3, 16
CONV, 1 × 1, 32
CONV, 1 × 1, 16
CONV, 3 × 3, 16
CONV, 1 × 1, 32
FC, [4, 32]
CONV, 1 × 1, 16
CONV, 3 × 3, 16
CONV, 1 × 1, 32
CONV, 2 × 1, 8
CONV, 4 × 1, 1
16 × 16 MAXPOOLING 2 × 2
16 × 16
CONV, 1 × 1, 32
CONV, 3 × 3, 32
CONV, 1 × 1, 64
CONV, 1 × 1, 32
CONV, 3 × 3, 32
CONV, 1 × 1, 64
FC, [8, 64]
CONV, 1 × 1, 32
CONV, 3 × 3, 32
CONV, 1 × 1, 64
CONV, 2 × 1, 16
CONV, 8 × 1, 1
8 × 8 MAXPOOLING 2 × 2
8 × 8
CONV, 1 × 1, 64
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
CONV, 1 × 1, 128
CONV, 1 × 1, 64
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
CONV, 1 × 1, 128
FC, [16, 128]
CONV, 1 × 1, 64
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
CONV, 1 × 1, 128
CONV, 2 × 1, 32
CONV, 16 × 1, 1
8 × 8
CONV, 1 × 1, 64
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
CONV, 1 × 1, 128
CONV, 1 × 1, 64
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
CONV, 1 × 1, 128
FC, [16, 128]
CONV, 1 × 1, 64
CONV, 3 × 3, 64
CONV, 1 × 1, 128
CONV, 2 × 1, 32
CONV, 16 × 1, 1
GLOBAL AVERAGE POOL, 10-D FC, SOFTMAX
TABLE VI
EXPERIMENTS ON MODIFIED RESNET. ACCURACY (%) THE CIFAR-10 TEST
SET.
MODEL CIFAR-10 ACCURACY
BASELINE 86.7
WITH SE BLOCK 87.4
WITH V-LOCAL BLOCK 88.3
V. FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we did not evaluate C-Local block on the
bigger dataset. After we get enough computing resources, we
will try to apply our algorithm to ImageNet and other large
datasets. At the same time, we think our current algorithm is
rough. In the future work, we will optimize and improve our
algorithm as much as possible.
Fig. 5. A diagram to show how we apply SE block and C-Local block to
ResNet.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed the C-Local block, a variant of
SE block designed to improve the representational capacity
of a network by enabling it to perform dynamic channel-
wise feature recalibration. Extensive experiments demonstrate
the effectiveness of C-Local block which achieve better
performance on cifar-10 datasets when we apply these two
blocks to different CNNs architectures. Although we only
validated our algorithm on a small dataset, we still have reason
to believe that our algorithm has the potential to be an excellent
algorithm like SE. Finally,through our C-Local block and
previous work on CNNs,exploring the relationship between
local data is probably a better choice than exploring global
data.
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